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“Hospital Pricings Guaranteed to Shock You” 

People are becoming increasingly aware that many hospitals have very 

peculiar pricing mechanisms.  Recently, I had first hand exposure to the extreme 

variations in charges for the same procedure.  A chest MRI costs the insurance 

company over $2,500 but an individual could personally pay for the same 

procedure for $650.  In April 2013, University of California San Francisco 

researchers set out to find out how much an appendectomy cost among 19,000 

patients in California. An appendectomy varied in price from $1,529 to 

$182,955, the researchers stated in the journal, Archives of Internal Medicine.  

Dr. Timothy McBride, a professor and health policy analyst at Washington 

University in St. Louis, said, "For some reasons that are probably quite 

legitimate, they pad these prices to cover what economists might call fixed 

costs."  These fixed costs include such items as uncompensated care and staff 

costs, he said. Hospital prices vary depending on whether the hospital is a 

teaching hospital, sees more patients with chronic disease or offers only basic 

care.  Prices vary wildly, not only when comparing prices on a regional basis 

but also when checking out what hospitals in the same city charge for identical 

procedures and services.  In May 2012, Forbes magazine reported, "For the very 

first time the federal government is publicly releasing the 'rate card' (the full 

charge before insurance company discounts) prices hospitals throughout the 

nation charge for one hundred most common procedures and services."  Data 

was analyzed from 3,337 hospitals on 163,065 separate charges in 306 

metropolitan areas.  Until now, this data was kept secret by the government and 

hospitals.  In a graph, The Huffington Post compared the charges for treating 

chronic obstructive pulmonary (COPD) disease in the New York area and found 

charges varied from $99,690 per patient to $7,044 at hospitals just 20 miles 

apart.  Hospital billing is complicated and hospitals often serve many patients 

who don't pay at all or don't pay the actual cost of treatment because they are on 

Medicare or Medicaid. So, billing is complex but don't be afraid to question 

your hospital bills or even ask for a reduction, if you are footing the bill 

yourself.  Now, hospitals include other charges into the cost of a procedure, 

including their unpaid collectibles from patients who were uninsured and could 

not pay, losses in unrelated hospital divisions, and inefficiency in how the 

hospital was being operated.  Today, acquiring the land, building the hospital 

and acquiring its equipment is exorbitant.   

In the America that I love, there appears to be no rational explanation for 

extreme pricing variations.  The Washington Post provides a tool allowing you 

to see pricing disparities by hospitals for identical procedures in your home 

state.  Check it out and be amazed.   
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